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0 WE'RE TAKING a bit of a break. For
any number of reasons there won't be a full-
fledged Peace Newsletter in August . This de-
cision is partially financial, as the summer
slump hit us hard this year and our July
fundraising concert fell short of even modest
expectations (Although everyone who was
there assures me it was a good event, meaning,
I assume, that we achieved the proper musical
ambience and a sense of one-ness with the
ever-present chords of the great song of life—
or whatever you call it when you "bop to the
beat.").

However, the decision to reduce the Au-
gust format isn't wholly financial . The Peace
Council is still undergoing change . We are
still operating without any oversight or plan-
ning committees . This is a far greater issue
than our perpetual state of financial crisis . It
goes against the mission of this organization
for the majority of policy and action decisions
to be made by a small staff with only informal
input from those persons active within SPC on
a consistent basis.

We have endless discussions about why
we can't seem to create a structure for sustain-
able involvement . Theoretically it's easy . We
wax on endlessly about the forces which have
caused the political center in this country to be
taken over by the political right, simultaneously
re-defining the left with it . We also recognize
that opposition movements still suffer from
the systematic destruction of the radical left
over the last century : first directed at labor and
anti-imperialist organizers, then leading up to
and beyond the organized, violent attacks
against the Black Power movement in more
recent decades .

But this isn ' t a cynic's letter. Every day I
celebrate the incredible successes of our move-
ments for social change. All we need do is look
at the way radical movements of feminists and
persons of color have altered our daily rela-
tions . Witness, for example, the drastic changes
during the Quincentennial . For the first time in
American history, children everywhere were
exposed to the colonization of the Americas.
Of course these victories don ' t mean that
racism and patriarchy have been erased, but
that these and other violent expressions of our
culture are being questioned by a larger seg-
ment of the population. Indeed, these advances
have fostered a violent backlash of hate groups
attempting to retain cultural control.

Certainly none of this is news to the
regular readers of the Peace Newsletter . So we
ask ourselves, "why the slow-down in active
participation in recent years?" The issues
haven't disappeared. Quite the contrary, the
forces we oppose continue to consolidate
power under such double-speak banners as
"free-trade" or "preservation of U .S . inter-
ests ." Yet, everywhere we look we see evi-
dence that post-Gulf War activism is having a
tough time of it.

A Little SPC cont'd on next page

How can I tell when the

last war has ended &

the next one's begun?

THE ISSUE OF unregulated commerce
came to a head on Friday, June 17, 1994,

when three unrepentant former business own-
ers : Kenneth Papineau and Veronica Papineau,
residents of Tully, NY of Smoke Signals ; and
Oliver Hill, Jr., a resident of Manlius, NY, of
O.R.'s Fuel ; were banished from the Onon-
daga Nation and the Haudenosaunee. A fourth
person, Donald Rockwell, could not be found
to be served and his banishment proceedings
remain pending.

They are removed from the Onondaga
Territories leaving everything behind them as
they leave the protective circle of the Chiefs.
They are no longer Onondagas, they forfeit all
rights, property and protection of
Haudenosaunee law . The Eel Clan Mother
removed their clan names because everything
Onondaga remains within the circle . They
leave as they came into the Nation with noth-
ing . They now become public ' citizens of the
world at large.

The event came about after six years of
defying the rules and regulations of the Onon-
daga Nation . During the first five years we had
several meetings in an effort to reconcile our
differences . Most of these meetings were con-
cluded with the business people walking out
before discussion was concluded . The past
fourteen months of those six years was marked
by an active around the clock blockade of their
businesses by clan mothers, women and young
people who suffered through one of the cold-
est winters on record to uphold the laws of the
Nation.

The banishment process was carried out
during the record heat of the past week . The
Chiefs, Clan Mothers, Faithkeepers and people

From Blocade to Banishment
cont'd on paae b
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A Little SPC
cont'd from page one

In fact, it is an uncomfortably common
quip that peace groups "need a good war" to
whip up some good, solid activism . Well, we
all know that this just ain't true . More likely,
between such obvious times of mass organiz-
ing—when visible manifestations of violence
like war create a scale of urgency and action
which is prioritized—active people remain
active, they just return to their choice of issues.

This makes perfect sense as there is no
shortage of issues. And for most of the popu-
lation, economics dictates that activism is a
part-time activity, at best. This is more the
case now than it has been for decades. Activ-
ism is that thing which you fit between the
activities of hectic every-day life. I' d just like
to draw out some of the social patterns I see
reflected in the state of the Peacc Council.

Why We're Here Anyhow
So, in 1936 a group of people decided that

there should be resources available for people
interested in peace . And with peace came
justice. Eventually this concept was expanded
to include staff as a working resource for the
majority of "part-time" peaceworkers . The
Syracuse Peace Council is in many ways a
cooperative, where individuals give whatever
they can afford financially in order to pursue
common goals of access to political informa-
tion, liberation and personal freedom.

The continued existence of the Peace
Council attests to its relevance. But it is that
aspect of SPC which is its base of strength and
inspiration which occasionally also acts as
liability : SPC is a multi-issue organization.
As it says in our Statement of Purpose (up-
dated sometime in the early 1970s) SPC works
for " . . .a world where war, violence and exploi-

tation in any form will no longer exist . [We are
to challenge] the unjust power relationships
among nations, among people and between
ourselves and the environment. As members,
we work to replace inequality, hierarchy, domi-
nation and powerlessness with mutual respect,
personal empowerment, cooperation and a
sense of community ." This is no small man-
date .

That's why we try to offer many different
aspects of the struggle for peace and social
justice. As the Karen Kerney/Cultural Work-
ers' poster says, "everything is connected ."
This is a principle we try to carry throughout
our political organizing as well . There are no
single issues.

And so the work continues under its own
momentum. However, what we lack at this
time is the kind of collective participation that
will allow us to fulfill our mandate in the most
sincere way possible . The Feminist move-
ment taught us that changing social relations
on the individual level is the first step to
forming the basis of social change . We learned
to work on altering our internalized violence
in all its forms—the psychological hierarchy
and intimidation as well as social inhibitions
and the intellectual control, racism, sexism,
classism and ageism we exhibit . And we
learned that this would be the means to ad-
dress institutional violence (i .e. war, wage-
labor).

But without a common "enemy," we rec-
ognize the difficulty of naming our struggle
(And thanks to twelve-steppers we know that
"naming a problem" is the first step to solving
it.) . How do you act when, as U .S . citizens, our
very life-styles are a form of violence? The
waste our culture creates for the sake of com-
fort comes at high cost. We adversely affect,
not only the environment and our domestic
impoverished, but also the foreign workers we
use as resources and discard . This is war . A
war waged by corporate America to maintain
their control and profit . As Herbert Schiller
states in his book Culture Inc . : The Corporate
Takeover of Public Expression:

Big business today is the locus of
systemic power . It is the site of the con-
centrated accumulation of the productive
equipment, the technological expertise,
the marketing know-how . It is a tangible
reality, not a metaphor . Moreover, the
interests of big business are most power-
ful in the formulation of national and
international policy.

Contrawise, "big government" is
a term originated and used pejoratively

by the "big media" —the strongest de-
fenders of the corporate system—to
weaken accountability and responsibility
of representative government . The propo-
sition that the choice is between big
government or big business and that in
the final measure business is less threat-
ening than government, disregards the
basic interest of the vast majority of
people.

This is a perfect example of how and why
our recent military endeavors in Iraq, Somalia
and now, perhaps, Haiti, happen . Each war
was waged in the blatant protection of busi-
ness interests : Iraq for oil prices and produc-
tion; Somalia to protect the transport of oil and
goods; and Haiti to perpetuate instability in an
area whose people we use as human fodder for
our factory system.

It is because the violence we struggle
against assumes many faces that we need to
remain focused on its root cause . And yet, as
leftists, we continue to allow the interests of
business to define the work we do.

Social Control
We continue to be, on the whole, a reac-

tionary movement . As "They" up their level of
social control, our reactions shift to fit within
the new boundaries. Often this is done with the
sincere desire for "achievable goals ." At other
points, however, the issues themselves are
lost in complex social relationships of the
personal and the political.

Two recent examples might include the
delicate nature of SPC support for the tradi-
tional people of the Onondaga nation, and
addressing the enthusiastic response from the
activist community for authorities using the
RICO ACT to sentence anti-choice support-
ers . In the former, we have had to work through
organizational definitions of "sovereignty,"
while allowing the people requesting help to
define "support. " This has often meant not
taking action in the midst of an effective local
disinformation campaign—some of which
originates from within the activist commu-
nity . Concerning the RICO ACT, we had to
ask ourselves, "how does one support use of a
law against one's opposition that has tradi-
tionally been used to incarcerate leftists?"

These complexities make it difficult to
define issues as "right" or "wrong," subse-
quently making unified action difficult . This
process of political division is integral to the
perpetuation of the unjust social system that is
capitalism.
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SPC hopes that by drawing connections
between a wide range of social conflicts we
will participate in defining pro-active strate-
gies of dissent.

Why You Are Reading This
What we need from you is more input.

Contrary to the wording in the above-quoted
Statement of Purpose, the Peace Council has
no defined "membership," which is both pur-
pose and style of this organization of individu-
als . We are a resource for the peace and justice
community and should be considered as such.
If someone agrees with the goals, ideology
and actions of SPC, then they consider them-
selves a member . Unfortunately, we don't
always know who these people are . We need
to find better means of reciprocal communi-
cation.

What we have now amounts to a terribly
inefficient way to use a resource (SPC) . We
have a house and a staff for the express pur-
pose of grass-roots political organizing, but
the policy-making, general maintenance and
activities are, in the whole, left up to a group of
people you could count on one hand—and by
default, mainly the staff. Besides the fore-
mentioned reality that this hierarchy-of-de-
fault is counter to the goals of SPC itself, a
number of problems begin to arise.

Contrary to the popular American myth,
there is nothing efficient about centralized
decision-making . For one, it creates a situa-
tion where the decision-makers are put into a
position of authority, mirroring any number of
the social problems we are trying to address.
Even when those people making decisions are
conscious that this is negative, networks of
informal power and information-
sharing develop . This further con-
solidates power among these few
people as the very processes of the
organization become inaccessible
to people unfamiliar with the per-
sonalities involved (See Untying
the Knot : Feminism, Anarchism &
Organization; the pamphlet con-
taining Freeman ' s Tyranny of
Structurelessnessand Levine' sThe
Tyranny of Tyranny).

This SPC centralization is
evidenced by changes in the way
projects are accomplished. Per-
haps the clearest example reflect-
ing power inequalities is that of the
technological give-and-takes in the
case of the PNL. Computers have

dragged the PNL into the technocratic "de-
mocracy" where the work is decentralized.
What used to be the work of many hands
together has been transformed by the com-
puter into a series of compartmentalized jobs
which require that only one person works at a
time . We lose the sense of community in-
volvement, making it difficult to maintain
committees and excluding people unfamiliar
with our software or process.

As the limited equipment here is in de-
mand all month, and because actual produc-
tion only occurs a few days at the end of each
month, it is difficult—if not impossible—to
train interested people on our software (twenty-
eight days between lessons is a long time) . We
create a self-perpetuating cycle where, as com-
mittee members leave, it becomes more diffi-
cult to replace them . And since computers
make it is possible for less hands to do the
work, it becomes policy by default . This cri-
tique does not even address the demographics
which show that computer technology is rac-
ist, classist and sexist because of the inherent
costs and accesibility of training.

So we see_ourselves replicating patterns
of the larger culture in our very own alterna-
tive institution, the Syracuse Peace Council.
"Statistically speaking," accepting our new
technology means becoming a less accessible
organization . We don't want it, don't like it,
and don't know what to do about it, but we talk
about it a lot . It isn ' t only the PNL that suffers
this computer hierarchy of information, but
the mailing list, the advertising, the press-
work, ad nausea . Each job is affected by the
so-called efficiency of the new methods .

How Can We Help You Help Us?
We are looking for help finding new ways

to plug in. This might mean as little as commit-
ting to a quarterly evaluation of our work, or
coming down and taking a regular phone shift
during the week. Whatever. The point is that
we need to find new forms of process and
decision-making that will help us operate col-
lectively and with greater diversity.

Same Old, Same Old . ..
Some of you are probably reading this

and thinking to yourself that this is nothing
new. That you expressed interest in getting
involved here, and then you never heard from
us again . Or you tried to plug in and you didn't
feel welcome, or that SPC is some kind of
social "clique" and you wouldn ' t fit in.

Well, I'm willing to take some personal
responsibility for these perceptions (Although
I'm no martyr) . Volunteer coordination is one
of my shortcomings. And with the workload
here at the office, its something I haven't
overcome . And if it isn't my fallibility, often
times people will come in and we're just plain
busy . Either way it's a bummer if you .ve felt
unwelcome here.

What I do know, is that SPC needs change.
The operation of SPC has defaulted to a staff
of one . This job description includes not only
the coordination of the PNL, but responsibil-
ity for fundraising (organization and execu-
tion), volunteer outreach and co-ordination,
office work, public-relations and media work
(including press-relations and releases), events
planning (except the Plowshares Craftsfair—
Yea! Plowshares committee!) and policy de-
cisions . There is nothing democratic or di-

verse about a committee of one . This is
institutional hierarchy.

I am genuinely concerned that this
trend will be allowed to continue . And
my concern is not only generated by a
fear that the cycle of staff burn-out will
be allowed to continue (from what I
hear, it's quite a tradition at SPC), but
that the long-term affects of this type of
consolidation are threatening the in-
tegrity of our organizing.

One of the more subtle effects is
reflected in the blending of the institu-
tional identity with the personalities of
the individuals directly involved in the
organization . What I mean by this

Continued Trends cont'd on
next page
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"identity blending" is that when there is not a
solid collective process, individual personali-
ties become so closely associated with an
organization that they become interchange-
able with the organization on a symbolic level.
This symbolic interchange has both external
and internal effects.

Externally, this blending of people and
jobs recreates the same cult of personality and
leadership that permeates mainstream culture.
By relating the operation of a community
organization to one or two individuals, the
perception is created that nothing can happen
in the name of that organization if one of the
so-called leaders isn't involved. And when
information is centralized, it often is a require-
ment for these personalities to be present,
entrenching the power dynamic . This not only
discourages participation and ownership of
the organization, but mirrors the oppressive
relationship between leaders and followers
encouraged by the culture at large. Individuals
are then given credit for what is a collective
effort.

At SPC, for example, volunteers con-
tinue to do an incredible amount of labor and
support . However, because of the technologi-
cal changes in process, we have a community
of volunteers who rarely see each other . This
effectively limits the sense of community out
of volunteer work. Although many specific
tasks such as PNL delivery continue to be
filled, it is fmding satisfying ways to incorpo-
rate the energy of new volunteers where we
encounter the particulars of this problem.

Internally, "identity blending" means that
the people left in positions of institutional
power take personal responsiblity for every-
thing that happens to an organization of many,
many people (In the case of SPC, that's me
and Paul on staff, and a core of volunteers.).
This can lead to guilt and defensiveness which,
in turn, can lead to an unhealthy attitude in-
cluding bitterness or righteousness . Or just as
bad, it can lead to the projection of these
negative traits onto the personality of the
individual(s).

This personality cross-over can also mani-
fest itself in the appearance of "cliques." We

all have groups of personal friends we use as
support networks . There is no more basic form
of community organization than a unit of
immediate friends. These are people who share
your interests and history, and from whom you
expect both intimacy and emotional support.
However, when a community organization
becomes defined by individual personalities,

the lines between the intimate friendships and
the accessibility to involvement become con-
fused . It is assumed that one needs to be part
of this "intimate circle" to become involved.

This particular manifestation has proven
counter-productive to SPC. I have often heard
this particular criticism levied against the Peace
Council . In reality, SPC is made up of many

different social units . That is the richness of
community organizations and why any orga-
nizational identity revolving around singular
personalities is bound to create a barrier of
alienation.

I can certainly understand how someone
could feel excluded from involvement with
the Peace Council . I myself felt like an out-
sider until I began training for this job—weeks
after I had already been hired. In fact, even
with a little local experience in street-theater
and organizing political events, I wondered,
"what if I go there and they test me on names
of obscure Central American revolutionar-

ies?"
Now that I'm on the other side of the SPC

door, I know that the reputation of SPC is
much larger than life. Whether or not the cause

is "clique" or community, the reality is that it
is a persistant myth . I constantly find myself

thinking about. ways to get around these per-

ceptions.

Why Any of This Matters
I believe that our culture thrives on the

alienation of each of us, one from another.
Personal competition and marginalization are
the keystones to maintaining the system of
hierarchy we live in. We each replicate these
patterns in all of our relationships, with activ-
ist communities in no way exempt . In fact, any
group focused on common issues will mani-
fest their identity in many specialised ways,
including body language, dress and slang.
Therefore groups like SPC can often seem
distant or inaccessible, and in some ways this

is to be expected (as we expect all people to
exhibit signs of the dysfunction in society).
When combined with the personality-stuff
outlined above, these barriers seem formi-
dable.

The difference here is that we are aware
that this dynamic exists . It is up to us to remain
self-conscious of these patterns, and find the
most effective means possible to subvert them.

Where Do We Go From Here
None of this supplies answers . All I hope

is that it supplies some clarity to the situation
here at the Peace Council . When I ask for help
in developing new methods of organizing here,
I am quite serious . We are suffering a crisis of
democracy—the vast gulf between theory and
reality . We can continue to operate under the
momentum of the organization, but the quality
of our work will suffer (I know, personally,
I've become quite adapt at rationalizing off
errors to a heavy work-load.) . The path to
activism in this last part of the twentieth cen-
tury is difficult. The Syracuse Peace Council
should remain a fluid and active part of that
movement.

How do you organize in a culture where
information is controlled by a shrinking num-
ber of corporations intent on preserving their
power? I think that community-based sources
of alternative information, cultural and politi-
cal activity are one of the answers, but that can
only exist with a diversity of voices making

the decisions.
And so I find myself in a position I am

uncomfortable with . I am not interested in

leadership . I am not interested in power . I am
in no way interested in being part of three or
four people who define SPC policy, and yet I
find myself in that position. However, I am

very interested in being one part of finding
new solutions to what is proving to be a
resilient system of economic and social ex-
ploitation for the profit of a very few.

Care to join me?
Bill is the current staff person at SPC.

"There is a little cop
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in all of us . He must
be killed ."

-Street graffiti in Paris,
1968
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Farmworker Legal Services & Police Abuse of Migrants:

Upstate Justice Networking Expands Again
Nancy Rhodes

A CCORDING TO James Schmidt, Direc-
tor of Rochester-based Farmworker Le-

gal Services, there are about 100,000 migrant
and seasonal workers in New York State,
mostly people of color and about 60% His-
panic . Farmworker Legal Services has re-
ceived numerous complaints of police abuse
and harassment by both local and state police
officers . Farmworkers are routinely stopped
by police, often without probable cause, de-
tained and arrested, although local police have
very limited authority to enforce immigration
laws . Farmworkers have been detained up to
three weeks without seeing an attorney, are
often denied translators and allowed to see
attorneys only on their actual court date.
Schmidt characterizes this as both an exten-
sion of urban racism and as "reflecting the
mass hysteria sweeping this nation against
new immigrants ." This issue has arisen in
Syracuse in recent years too, for example,
with the ruling of Judge Kevin Mulroy that
police use of skin color and Spanish accent
alone as a profile for suspecting train passen-
gers of drug dealing did not constitute prob-
able cause for stopping and searching them.

As a state-wide, not-for-profit law firm,
Farmworker Legal Services has litigated civil
rights cases representing migrant workers,
held a press conference last October that in-
cluded Delores Huerta and others speaking of
their encounters with police, and successfully
convinced the N.Y .S . Senate to hold public
hearings on this issue in Albany . Additionally,
Schmidt participated in a National Strategy
Session to Stop Police Crimes held in Chicago
in April by NAARPR (National Alliance
Against Racist & Political Repression).
Schmidt is now calling for a network to share
resources, information and experiences, and
plan joint strategies around police issues.

Farmworker Legal Services' call for such
a meeting is consistent with the trend toward
networking on police issues developing
throughout New York State, stretching even
into smaller upstate communities that have
sought a way into the loop . Members of
Syracuse ' s Task Force on Community & Po-

lice Relations have visited a number of indi-
vidual communities for such dialogue, begin-
ning with Rochester in 1991 and including
Buffalo, Elmira, Troy, Albany and Utica. Rep-
resentatives from a number of other communi-
ties have visited Syracuse . The Jessie Davis
case then provided the occasion for a next
level in networking.

On July 8, the surviving family of Jessie
Davis and other Albany activists gathered at
that city ' s Martin Luther King, Jr . Memorial to
mark the tenth anniversary of the shooting
death of Jessie Davis by Albany police, just
weeks after the City of Albany had settled the
case out of court a bare half hour before jury
selection was scheduled to begin in Utica.
Last summer the trial site for the Davis case
was moved to Syracuse from Albany, although
it never opened here and was moved again to
Utica in January . But activists from these
three cities organized to provide material sup-
port to the Davis family and attorney Lew
Oliver while they sojourned away from home,
and the resulting community response sparked
the Justice for Jessie Davis Network, which
hopes to maintain this alliance to provide
mutual support in upstate communities on
police issues beyond the Davis case . The
Network also hopes to host a day-long gather-
ing of upstate communities later this fall.
Meanwhile, the Utica group will begin plan-
ning for a series of neighborhood speak-outs
about how citizens get along with police,
similar to that held in 1991 in Syracuse by the
Task Force on Community & Police Rela-
tions, which resulted in the Report to the
Community and work beginning on Syracuse's
CRB law. Albany is currently working its way
through the legislative process to establish a
new Citizen Review Board sponsored by Al-
derman Keith St. John . Some upstaters will
attend both IACOLE ' s World Conference on
citizen review of police (International Asso-
ciation for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforce-
ment) in Orlando, Florida, in September, and
the annual conference of N-COCA (National
Coalition for Police Accountability) in Santa
Fe, New Mexico, in October. We'll report on
both conferences in these pages.

On Saturday, August 20th, Farmworker
Legal Services will host a gathering in Roch-
ester of civil rights and advocacy organiza-
tions for the purpose of sharing resources and
experiences and developing a network to share

information and plan joint strategies . For fur-
ther information, contact Director James
Schmidt at (716) 325-3050.

Nancy is a Syracuse
activist working with the
Task Force on Community
& Police Relations and was
instrumntal in the creation
of the Syracuse Citizen
Review Board to monitor
police misconduct.

Local Author's Work in
Landmark National Anthology

SEATTLE AUTHOR C
Sherman writes that shortly after :tlj
Rodney King uprising, she awoke frorti.a
dream telling her to "do the anthdli
She herself had waited since Bark a
Smith's 1983 collection, Pions Gifts; A
Black Feminist Anthology, for a collection
of such scope to provide a forum forAfri-
can-American women writers.

Sistedire : Black Worrrat~stFictionar .
Poetiyispublished by Harper Perenniatii
both hard and soft cover and should be
available in most local bookstores in A
gust . My Sisters Words already had it on
the shelves in late July.

In addition to 'Daughters by r	 -
Buse poet, playwright, and columnisijid<tti
Warren-Moore, Sister/ire contains work
by Sherman herseff (author of
One Oath Body), Rita Dove, bell hooks,
Maya Angelou, Alice Walker, ritozake
shange, LucilleClifton, Toi Derricotte, Ierr
McMillan, Ai, J . California Cooper, h
gossett, Jewelle Gomez, Gloria ayt±
Sonia Sanchez, gale jacks-on , and
(Gloria T . Hull), among others. A nur
of these authors have visited Sync se` :
read their work under the sponsors ip
the Comunity Writers Project, with whid't
Jackie Warren-Moore is also associated ..

	

. . . . . . . ...

Warren-Moore is currently wotid rig GI')

a play about the jazz trumpeter Valaida
Snow's imprisonment by Nazis in Den
mark ; among other projects.
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From Blockade to Banish-
ment cont'd from page one

of Onondaga began the week by listening to a
recitation of the Guyanasenhgonah, The Great
Law of Peace . A runner was sent to invite
Oliver Hill, Jr ., Kenneth and Veronica
Papineau, and Donald Rockwell in to listen.
He tried several times and they were not to be
found. Context is important and it was pointed
out that it is difficult to pull sections from the
Law without understanding the context . Peri-
odically recitations of the Great Law of Peace
are held and our people are afforded an oppor-
tunity to hear. There are variations depending
on the source.

Two elders, Jake Thomas, supported by
Huron Miller, both of Oshweken, Ontario
presented this recitation. The minds of the
people were refreshed by hearing these sec-
tions of Law again. These public sessions
were not attended by any of the four people
who faced banishment nor was it attended by
any of their supporters. It was reported that the
four people were in Buffalo, New York at the
annual meeting of the National Congress of
American Indians, picketing against the On-
ondaga Nation and the Traditional Govern-
ments of the Haudenosaunee during the reci-
tation and explanation.

On Tuesday, June 14, notices were drawn
up for their appearance in the Longhouse in
front of the people . The time was set for 4:00
PM, Thursday, June 15 . . The runner reported
that the three people were not there. Runners
continued to try to find them all day Wednes-
day and reported that they were evading no-
tice. The notices were then given to their
lawyer, Jack Schultz, and newspaper reports
confirmed that they had received them. Still
attempts continued to be made to serve them
personally and this was fmally accomplished
on Thursday, June 16. The notices clearly
informed the tee principles that failure to ap-
pear would result in banishment in absentia.

The Council waited all day Thursday
with the people in ahot and humid Longhouse,
but they still refused to appear . The COuncil
considered the gravity of their situation and
decided to extend their appearance another
twenty-four hours and set 5 :00 PM, Friday,
June 17, as the deadline for their appearance.
They were free to appear anytime during this
designated period.

On Friday, June 17, 1994, the Council of
Chiefs, Clan mothers, and people gathered
once again at the Longhouse and 'sweltered

through the hottest day on record . There was
no appearance by 5 :00 PM and the proceed-
ings to carry out he process of banishment
began.

During this process a messenger arrived
and announced that Veronica Beckman
Papineau would meet, but only under her
stipulations . She said that she would meet
with four Chiefs of her choice and one Clan
mother in Danzer's Restaurant on Ainsley
Drive where there was food and air condition-
ing .

This response was so bizarre the Council
asked the messenger to sign the demands,
which he did ., The Council gave this response
more respect than it deserved, deliberated
upon the demands and reflected it. The banish-
ment proceeding continued and by approxi-
mately 6:00 PM the banishment was finalized.

Almost an hour later the same messenger
appeared and said that they would come . People
in the process of leaving sat back down and
Oliver Hill, Jr, and Kenneth Papineau walked
into the Longhouse . The Clan mothers in-
formed them that they no longer had a voice.
They were told face to face of the conse-
quences of their actions and they were asked
to leave . At that moment all the people in the
Longhouse except the Council stood up and
walked out . The two men and their sons then
left the Longhouse voicing a few threats as
they left . Thus, this phase of the Onondaga
Nation's six year struggle to regulate com-
merce with these three business people came
to an end. The decision reached by the consen-
sus of the people over this long period of time
lifted a great weight from the people It was
carried through in a formal and dignified man-
ner under the due process and laws of the
Haudenosaunee, the Six Nations Iroquois
Confederacy.

The Background
This was a sad ending to a hopeful begin-

ning. There was much reflection among the
people because these three individual were
friends and family in better times. Alice
Papineau, Eel Clan mother stood firmly with
the Nation against the actions of her son Ken-
neth. Phoebe Hill, Eel clan Faithkeeper stood
firmly with the principles of the Nation against
the actions of her son Oliver Hill, Jr . Chief
Leon Shenandoah stood firm with the Nation
against the actions of his two nephews . These
are the true patriots of the Nation . How many
people would hold the principles of Nation-
hood over their own flesh and blood?

These four people were victims of their
own greed and ambitions . The passion caused
them to turn against their own mothers, and in
the process, committed treasonous acts against
the Nation and corrupted their children . There
is much pain within the Onondaga community
caused by the actions of these four people.
They have disrupted the community, insti-
gated violence and disturbed the peace and
tranquility of the Nation . And all they had to
do was pay a meager twenty-five cents on a
carton of cigarettes as they agreed to do in
1983

To understand the extent of violation the
businessmen committed over the course of
this dispute the following 19 reasons were
cited as the basis for Ken Papineau 's banish-
ment . The other illegal businessmen, Veronica
Beckman, Oliver Hill, Jr ., and Donald
Rockwell, had similar, although not identical,
grounds.

"Following actions on your part
[Kenneth Papineau]:

1) Your refusal to accept and abide by
the decision of the Council to close your
business;

2) Your repeated attempts to reopen
your business, despite having been repeat-
edly instructed not to do so;

3) Your repeated attempts to re-open
your business, despite your commitment,
made in the Longhouse, not to do so;

4) Your removal of the cars, the tires,
the concrete blocks and your cutting of the
connecting cables, which were placed in
front of your business by the Onondaga
Nation to enforce our closure order;

5) Your refusal to honor the monetary
agreement that you made with the Council
and the people of Onondaga relative to the
sale of cigarettes;

6) Your refusal to provide the Council of
Chiefs of the Onondaga Nation with the
information concerning you alleged "escrow
accounts," and your withdrawals therefrom,
as has been requested on numerous occa-
sion ;

7) Your defiance of the Onondaga Na-
tion Business Rules and Regulations;

* Your conducting business operations
without any permission of the Council and
without a Nation license or permit . These
operations include, but are not limited to:

a. Sale of gasoline;
b. Operating a restaurant;
c. Sale of fireworks;

cont'd on next page
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CACC meetings are held the 2nd Wednes-
day of each month. 6 PM-potluck and
general meeting ; at 7 :30-individual groups
meet . The next meeting is August 10.

Ed Kinane

August 94 PNL Local Haiti Update
On July 7, Harvey Pinyoun, pastor of

Plymouth Congregational Church, ended his
85-day juice-only fast for Haitian refugees.
Harvey resumed eating only when area reli-
gious leaders--in a rare joint statement pub-
lished in both local dailies--called on Rep.
James Walsh to vote for Temporary Protective
Status for Haitian refugees.

During his fast, Harvey was jailed three
times . He was charged with trespassing once
at Walsh's local office and twice at the local
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
office . Fr . Bill Cuddy, a Catholic priest long
active in Syracuse Jail Ministry, was also
arrested at the INS . Fr. Cuddy spent the night
in the PSB jail.

Harvey's fast and arrests got positive
Local media coverage . Both local dailies printed
editorials calling for more humane policies
toward Haitian refugees .

On July 18, five Central New York
women--Ann Herman, Ann Tiffany, Nancy
Gwin, Ruby Randall and Vivian Cunningham
(accompanied by journalist Vince Golphin)--
flew to the Dominican Republic for an 11-day
Witness for Peace delegation. They had to
change their original destination when the
U .S . government forbad commercial airflights
to Haiti.

In the DR the WFP delegation will inter-
view Haitian refugees near the Haitian border
and otherwise do what they can to better
understand DR and Haitian realities . To ar-
range for speaking engagements by any of
these travelers upon their return on 7/29, Call
Ann Tiffany at 478-4571.

On July 20, about a dozen Central New
Yorkers, angered by the INS' callous and
racist policy toward haitian boatpeople, met at
Plymouth Church. There we heard disturbing
news : on 7/29 thugs came to the home in Haiti
of a young Haitian refugee now living in
Syracuse . Widens ' wife was raped, his brother
was arrested and his child was beaten and
hospitalized.

From Plymouth, led by the beat of a
somber drum, we processed through down-

town to the INS office. When we arrived, the
INS office was unaccountably closed for the
day (344 W . Genesee St, 2nd. Fl .) . Although
we saw the INS manager enter a back door, he
didn't respond to our knocks during the hour
we vigiled there. The closed door aptly sym-
bolized INS policy towards the Haitian refu-
gees .

Syracuse is now sheltering two families
who recently fled Haiti with political asylum
status . In late June, Dieunel and Carmen Pierre
and their two youngsters arrived in Syracuse.
They are now settling into a flat on the north
side . Mecene and Vestal Jeans and their seven
children arrived in Syracuse on July 21 . Call
Harvey Pinyoun at 474-4836 to offer support
to the two families.

If you want the U.S. to treat Haitian
refugees more like human beings, urge Rep.
James Walsh to support Temporary Protective
Status at (315) 423-5657 . Better yet : do a letter
to the editor demanding that Walsh do the
right thing--Syr. Post Standard, PO Box 2818,
Syr ., NY 13221 ; Syr . Herald Journal, PO Box
4915, Syr . NY 13221 . For a mere 29 cents you
can reach tens of thousands of readers.

PNL Advertisers
Thank you for your continued support

Because of the short August issue, you will all
have one month extended onto your contracts.
Our advertisers are:

Hair-a-noia (475-8255)
The Front Room Bookstore (472-5478)

Aunt Vild's Pet Sitting Service
(488-8269)

Zapata Catering (471-5749)
On the Rise Bakery (475-7190)

Dr, Howard Walsdort, Chiropractor
(422-2027)

Bear Street Books and Music (471-2958)
Syracuse Real Food Cooperative

(472-1385)
Classic Carpentry (471-0324)

Skeele Agency, Inc.
(655-2878/ 682-7080)

A Stitch in Time (432-5450)
Eileen Steinbugler Altieri CSW

(637-8351)
Tales Twice Told Books (475-5925)

Hansen's Financial Service (637-5153)
Syracuse Cooperative Federal Credit

Union (471-1116)

d . Conducting gambling operations,
such as :

i. Use of slot machines and "one-
arm bandits" ; and

ii. Sale of pull-tabs;
f. Attempting to set up a housing busi-

ness ; and
g. Attempting to become mortgage bro-

kers .
9. Your failure to provide the Council

with an accounting of all the illegal business
operations listed in paragraph (8) above;

10. Your public denunciation of your
Onondaga citizenship, by claiming that you
are a citizen of New York State and the
United States ; and your actions to directly
attack the decisions and authority of the
Council by claiming that there was no civil or
criminal authority remaining with the Council
and that New York civil and criminal were the
only legitimate authority on our territory;

11. Your acting in the name of, and on
behalf of, the Onondaga Nation, without any
authority to do so;

12. Your attempts to overthrow the
Council of Chiefs by advocating the abolish-
ment of the traditional system of Chiefs and
Clan Mothers and replacement with an elec-
tive system ;

13. Your attempts to set up alternative
governmental institutions, such as the On-
ondaga Nation Community Development
Corporation;

14.Your attempts to, and advocacy for,
the overthrow of the Haudonesauee Con-
federacy ;

15. Your ordering the attack on Chief
Ambrose Gibson on May 7, 1993;

16. Your numerous violent assaults on
Chiefs, Clan Mothers and other members of
the Onondaga Nation;

17. Your receipt of a gasoline delivery
on Friday, October 29, 1993;

18. Your decision to leave the circle of
the Onondaga people by inviting in the au-
thority of the outside governments and insti-
tutions to overrule and replace our tradi-
tional system and government ; and

19. Your continuous and constant dem-
onstration of your disrespect for the Council
of Chiefs and their authority as the govern-
ing body of the Onondaga Nation, for the
Clan Mothers and for the people of Onon-
daga, by your physical and verbal actions ."
•

	

Subscriptions for Gai hwa na gd can be
obtained for $ 10 at the following address:
Onondaga Nation via, RR Box #239, Nedrow,
NY 13120 .
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Syracuse Peace Council Events in August
Every Tuesday: Peace Newsletter Editorial Mtg . at 6 PM, 924 Burnet Ave„ Syr, NY . Call Bill
at472-5478.

Every Wed : Military & Draft Counseling at SPC, Noon - 3PM, Call Marge at 472-5478.

Every Sunday : The People's 60 Minutes . Adelphia Cable Ch. 3, 8 PM . Produced by SPC.

One Thursday a month : SPC Video Night--7 :30 PM, call for date and details.

SPC Garage Sale : Saturday, August 20 at 924 Burnet Ave, Syr . Call 472-5478 to drop off
donations for the sale or to find out time and details.

Peace Newsletter Mailing Party, Thursday, Sept . 1 at 5 PM, 924 Burnet Ave, Syr. 472-5478.

Other August Events
Saturday, August 6, "Commemoration of the 50th Anniversary Safe Haven for Holocost
Refugees at Fort Ontario," at SUNY Oswego, 9 AM - 5 PM, Free, spons . by "Safe Haven ."

Monday, August 8 : Fur Protest at Georgia's Furs, downtown Syracuse, Noon - 2 PM, Spans . by
the Animal Defense League. Call Kris at 471-0460

Tuesday, August 9, "Remembering Hiroshima/Nagasaki" 8 - 8 :30 AM Vigil at Clinton Sq . to
remember the past, 8 :30 AM - 12 :30 PM Action Petitioning for a ban on nuclear weapon
testing--find the crane flag at the Farmers' market to participate, 12 :30 - 1 PM Rededication
to a world without nuclear weapons at the Federal Building in downtown Syracuse . For more
info call 475-4822 or 478-7442.

Wed. August 24, A Fourm on AIDS for women who have sex with women, 7 PM at My Sister's
Words, 304 N . McBride St, Syracuse, spons . by AIDS Community Resources . Call 428-0227.

Sr#zvm Atkt
924 Burnet Ave.
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-5478
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